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Illuminati RuPaul Drag Race Is Rigged  

The Public Needs To Know About The Invisible Attacks On 

Americans Abroad. Congress Can Help. 

 

Author JusticeTI 
 

When RuPaul came out with the      

supermodel song Im was like in      

my teen years, and that's what I       

remember about RuPaul. So    

when browsing netflix I came     

across AJ And The Queen. I      

watched it, I thought it was a       

good movie, and I don't recall      

any left and righting government     

technology manipulation. Then   

netflix likes to suggest movies     

and shows it thinks you would      

like based on you clicking like or       

unlike. So Rupaul Drag Race     

popped up in the main window      

days later showing previews. I     

thought that look interesting.  

 

 

Well what do you know I did       

watch it, and here's my     

findings. Once I picked up     

that Rupaul is familiar with     

left and righting, I began to      

take a closer look at the show.       

Whereas I would normally    

have the show playing in the      

background while I'm doing    

other research. What I notice     

 

 FOR FULL ARTICLE 

THE MYSTERY of invisible attacks on      

American diplomats and intelligence    

officers abroad has deepened — again.      

They began in Cuba and China,      

leaving U.S. officials with headaches,     

dizziness, blurred vision and memory     

loss after hearing strange noises and      

feeling odd sensations. What came to      

be known as Havana syndrome has      

now cropped up elsewhere and since.      

No one knows for sure who is       

responsible, but some evidence points     

to Russia. The time has come for more        

openness from the U.S. government —      

and more help for public servants      

injured in the line of duty. 

Two news reports have disclosed the      

broader scope. In GQ magazine, Julia      

Ioffe recounts the harrowing    

experience of CIA officer Marc     

Polymeropoulos, who held a    

high-ranking position at   

headquarters. While on an official     

visit to Moscow in December 2017, he       

was nearly incapacited by something     

that hit him in his Moscow hotel       

room. Two senior CIA officials were      

hit while on a trip to Australia and        

Taiwan; one was among the agency’s      

top five officials. After last     

Thanksgiving, Ms. Ioffe reports, citing      
FOR FULL ARTICLE  
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WHAT’S 

NEW/COMING 

TRIGGERS 
What is a TRIGGER 

For some reason this technology seems to believe that people need them in their lives to give people a push to deal with a 

situation.  What they do is have a perpetrator speak words out of their mouth knowingly and sometimes unknowingly to a 

target individual.  The targeted individual may or may not know that the perp is following commands or directions.  This is 

called a trigger.  That trigger signals the target's brain while the technology is playing alongside the perpetrator/ organized 

gang stalker.  Then the technology begins to project imagery inside your visions to what this technology has been 

conditioning the TI for slowly.   Innocent people are being targeted everyday this way and don't realize they have no 

control over their thoughts.  I know this because it likes to trigger points where it FOR FULL ARTICLE VIEW  

What's another word for perpetrator?perpetrator; offender; delinquent; criminal; malefactor; 

evil-doer; acter; doer; committer; culprit. perpetrator. 
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COMING!  TI TV 

 

COMING! TI 
REVIEWS!  

All targeted individuals deal    

with businesses/  

corporations and their   

product or services. It is     

suggested that we have a     

spot to write those    

reviews.Writing a review   

will let other TIs know     

about your experience. For    

far to long these organized     

businesses and their   

employees that represent   

them have gotten away with     

organized crime. Its time to     

stand up and make them     

take notice that our money     

will not be spent with     

businesses who don't treat    

us with respect. They don't     

have to support our TIs     

cause but they will  

RESPECT us as a paying     

customer. TIs are   

constantly bullied and   

manipulated by these   

businesses who listen to    

voice to skull commands    

and or gang stalked by the      

perps who represent the    

business. It's time to let     

others know that   

unsatisfactory customer  

service will not be tolerated.     

In addition if you travel TIs      

need to know what places     

that don't target and which     

ones that do. 

 

COMING!  TI Chat  
Targeted individuals will be 

able to leave and receive 

private message.

 

COMING! The 
Unabomber A Mkultra 
Experiment Gone Bad 

Article  
Did they train him to be an       

assassin then locked him up     

for doing it.  

 
COMING!  TI Chat 

Support 
Targeted individuals who   

are wanting to give support     

to fellow TIs. Can volunteer     

and offer support at their     

convenience. 

 

 

COMING! TIs      
Terminology Reference   
Page 

We all learn differently    

that's why TIs Fight Back     

Networking News Channel   

is going to cater to all      

learning styles, so every    

targeted individual  

understands the meaning of    

what a targeted individual    

is and how it pertains to      

you in your everyday life.    

COMING! TI Book     
Club 

Starting a targeted   

individual book club, where    

we would discuss articles,    

documents, court cases etc    

would play a huge part in      

helping tis fight for freedom     

from covert harassment.   

More details coming soon. 

 

 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1CAKSOU_enCR882&sxsrf=ALeKk01KdnV9Dr1PQtkOk0h3c6izRhxefA:1601873956336&q=assassin&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjPpJHB1ZzsAhXDwFkKHTdCAl8QBSgAegQIKRAo
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TRIGGERS 

 
Author Kenney Gleason 

 

Dr. James Giordano: The Brain is the Battlefield of the Future  

Dr. James Giordano, Chief of the Neuroethics Studies Program and          

Scholar-in-Residence in the Pellegrino Center for Clinical Bioethics at         

Georgetown University, speaks to cadets and faculty about how         

advancements in neuroscience and neurotechnology will impact the        

future of war. This event was hosted by the Modern War Institute at West              

Point.  SEE VIDEO 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Destroyer of Anything 
Good Poem 

 Author Shelley Williams 

http://tisfightback.com/author/kenney44266
http://tisfightback.com/dr-james-giordano-the-brain-is-the-battlefield-of-the-future
http://tisfightback.com/author/sheboney
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